IHF effects are also seen in gels that separate DNA species according to both size and shape but differently in two dimensions ( Figure 3A ). Without IHF all expected intratransposon products occur with relative abundance close to that expected from a pure random collision process; thus, Ͻ5% of strand transfer events are naturally biased toward UKIC (Figures 3A and 3B ; R. C., unpublished data). At low IHF concentration, all of these species are more abundant with no obvious change in relative levels; at higher IHF levels, UKIC is essentially the only product ( Figures 3C and 3D ).
Higher IHF concentrations qualitatively alter the outcome of all strand transfers rather than specifically suppressing products other than UKIC: the excess of UKIC corresponds quantitatively to the deficit of complex and intermolecular products (Figures 2C and 2D, legend) . Also, no accumulation of pre-strand transfer intermediates is seen; a small excess of ETF observed in the IHFcontaining reactions (Figures 2 and 3) disappears at later times by conversion into channeled UKICs (data not shown). Finally, the array of target sites used during formation of unknotted inversion circles is qualitatively different at higher IHF levels (below). We infer that, at higher IHF levels, transposon end/target site interactions no longer occur by random collision but instead occur by a process that is highly constrained geometrically (giving inversions but no deletions) and topologically (giving a topologically unique product). We call this effect "channeling."
Dependence of Stimulation and Channeling on IS10's IHF Binding Site
Transposition reactions were performed on isogenic Excision stimulation is observed for the first two sub-(C) Substrate plasmid pNK925 containing a 2.2 kb mini-Tn10 transposon formed by two IS10 outside ends (large triangles). N, strates but not the third ( Figure 3G ). Thus, an IHF binding NdeI site located 70 bp from each end. *, target host spot used site at only one transposon end is both necessary and preferentially during channeled strand transfer, located 131 bp from sufficient for this effect. Similarly, IHF-dependent formathe nearest terminus. tion of preexcision transpososomes on a pair of short (D) Outside ends positioned in the bacterial chromosome so as to linear end fragments requires an IHF site on only one mimic wild-type Tn10 inside ends; the "transposon" is now the entire of the two DNA components (Sakai et al., 1995) .
chromosome.
The wt ϫ wt and wt ϫ down substrates also exhibit channeling, suggesting that an IHF binding site at one transfer products increase. At moderate and higher IHF end is also sufficient for this effect ( Figure 3H ). This is levels, there is little further stimulation, but the array of biologically sensible since wild-type IS10 contains an strand transfer products changes qualitatively: virtually IHF binding site at only one end. Correspondingly, an all standard collision products decrease in abundance IS10 minitransposon substrate, comprising one "outand finally disappear while one product, the UKIC, conside" end and one "inside" end, is sensitive to both tinues to increase. Ultimately, the proportions of Inter stimulation and channeling at IHF concentrations comand Cpx products among total products decrease parable to those required for Tn10-like substrates (R. C., ‫-05ف‬ and ‫-01ف‬fold, respectively, while UKIC abundance unpublished data). Conversely, channeling is not obincreases ‫-2ف‬fold until it is the only strand transfer prodserved with a substrate comprising two inside IS10 ends uct ( Figure 2D ). Stimulation of Tn10 excision and re-(data not shown) or if the sequence nonspecific relative duced abundance of Cpx products are half-maximal at HU is substituted for IHF (below). Furthermore, for a ‫3ف‬ nM and ‫21ف‬ nM, respectively; Inters are slightly more miniTn10 down ϫ down substrate, IHF has essentially sensitive to inhibition than Cpx products (half-maximal no effect on the relative abundancies of the various comat ‫7ف‬ nM) ( Figures 2C and 2D ). Excision stimulation plex high mobility strand transfer products, though a occurs regardless of the eventual outcome of strand somewhat atypical array of products, not understood, transfer: the level of collision products is increased at precludes a definitive conclusion that channeling is low concentration, and a high level of products is maintained as the more restricted pattern appears ( Figure 2D ).
absent. (Chalmers and Kleckner, 1996) .
Channeled Transposition Preferentially Utilizes of target sites located ‫031ف‬ bp from a transposon end. In pNK925 and the two hisG1 variants, nearly all inversions Subterminal Target DNA Sites Tn10 normally inserts in many places but prefers certain occur to a single prominent site ("T*" in Figure 4A ) located ‫031ف‬ bp from the "left" end of the transposon. sites as determined by a consensus sequence plus surrounding structural features . UKIC T*, which is used detectably but rarely in the absence of IHF, contains a target hot spot consensus sequence formed in collision and channeled reactions were examined to determine whether the constrained geometry ( Figure 4C ). Channeled UKIC also exhibit a lesser, but obvious, preference for sites in near-terminal regions and topology of channeling are accompanied by constrained target site selection.
that are not detectably utilized in the absence of IHF. In pNK925Ava, channeled UKIC exhibit a most prominent UKIC were gel purified and cleaved with a restriction enzyme that cleaves uniquely and symmetrically very signal again in the region ‫031ف‬ bp from the end(s) of the transposon, whereas, importantly, only a few events near the two transposon ends; the resulting array of cleavage products reveals the array of preferred target utilized the T* site, which is now farther from the end. The new subterminal signal band is somewhat diffuse, sites utilized as a function of their distances from a transposon end (NdeI; Figures 1C and 4A ). Such analyindicating utilization of a number of different target sites within a reasonably small preferred distance from (presis was performed with pNK925 and three variants: pNK925Ava contains a 276bp insert immediately inside sumably both) end(s), apparently because no strong hot spot dominates in these regions. Thus, channeled intrathe 70 bp left terminus and pNK925hisG1Ϫa,Ϫb contain a strong Tn10 insertion site added ‫004ف‬ bp and ‫0001ف‬ transposon strand transfer occurs preferentially to target sites located near a transposon end, with a very bp from the left terminus, respectively (Figures 4A and 4B) .
strong preference for an immediately subterminal region. Then, within the constraints of this regional bias, UKIC formed without IHF, from all four substrates, insertion is governed by the usual local features. exhibit a wide array of moderately preferred target sites; the hisG1 hot spot, where present, is strongly represented. In general, the utilized sites occur more than When IHF Is Absent, Transposon Excision Requires Negative Supercoiling ‫006ف‬ bp away from a transposon end. Perhaps the collision reaction preferentially selects sites located some Transposition is strongly, but not absolutely, dependent upon negative superhelicity of the donor DNA in the distance from the ends (e.g., due to stiffness of the supercoiled transposon segment). UKIC formed by chanabsence of IHF ( Figure 5A ; Table 1 ). Intransposon excision from an essentially relaxed substrate is 20-fold neling, in contrast, exhibit a strong bias for utilization Furthermore, the effects of IHF and negative supercoiling on transposon excision are compensatory rather than additive or synergistic: at each specific level of IHF and supercoiling, the stimulation of excision observed with both components present, while always somewhat greater than that observed with either component alone, is always less than that expected if the two components acted independently (i.e., than the product of the two individual stimulatory effects) (Table  1) . Thus, IHF and supercoiling likely promote the same reaction step.
Channeling, in contrast, is absolutely dependent upon both IHF (above) and supercoiling; neither factor can substitute for the other ( Figure 3E ). At 55 nM IHF, in the absence of supercoiling, deletion and inversion products are both observed at roughly equivalent levels but with reduced topological complexity as expected from the virtual absence of superhelical nodes: high levels of singly catenated deletion circles and trefoil knot inversion circles and a lower but detectable level of free deletion circles. Furthermore, inversion circles formed in such a reaction exhibit no preferential utilization of subterminal target sites (A. G., unpublished data).
IHF Is a Sensory Transducer of Supercoiling Status
Because of IHF-mediated modulation, the transposition reaction can sense, and respond differentially to, variations in donor molecule supercoiling status. When supercoiling is absent, IHF effectively rescues the transposition process to a full level (Table 1 ; values in bold). Moreover, this rescue effort will not be impeded by the negative effects of channeling, which does not occur under these circumstances. IHF is thus revealed to be "supercoiling relief factor." When supercoiling is present, in contrast, IHF-mediated stimulation and IHF-mediated channeling will both occur, in homeostatic opposition, Reactions were analyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Chalmers and Kleckner, 1996) . tions and inversions), even at low HU concentrations ( Figure 2B and legend). However, channeling is not effectively promoted, as is shown by the array of products lower than with a maximally supercoiled substrate (s ϭ Ϫ0.06) and 10-fold lower than at presumptive in vivo ( Figure 3F ) and absence of constrained target site selection (A. G., unpublished data). Also, excision stimulation supercoiling levels (s ϭ Ϫ0.027), though a basal level of transposon excision ‫%01ف(‬ of normal) still occurs on does not occur with HU. Exactly this same pattern of effects is observed at high levels of IHF if the substrate the maximally relaxed substrate (s ϭ Ϫ.001) and with a nicked substrate plasmid (data not shown).
Occurs under Intermediate Host
lacks IS10 IHF binding sites (Figures 2E and 2F) . In both of these situations, a bend-promoting host factor is known to be acting independently of sequence-specific binding The Two IHF-Mediated Effects Interact with Supercoiling in Two Different Ways contacts. We infer the existence of a third target interaction pathway whose outcome is intermediate between Supercoiling and IHF each stimulate transposon excision in the absence of the other (above). In fact, maximal the extremes of the collision and channeled pathways and, though promoted by host factors, is functionally excision can be achieved with either component alone: at moderately high levels of either IHF or of supercoiling, distinct from both excision stimulation and channeling because sequence-specific contacts with the IHF bindthe level of excision is 15-30 times higher than when neither component is present (Table 1) .
ing site are not involved. Interestingly, transitional levels of IHF ‫7ف(‬ nM) on the wild-type substrate give exactly the same partially constrained array of strand transfer products (above), suggesting that the third pathway could be an intermediate in the normal transposition process (Discussion).
IHF-Mediated Stimulation and Channeling In Vivo
For Tn10 in the bacterial chromosome, elimination of both IHF and the IS10 IHF binding sites results in no change in the frequency of intermolecular transposition, though variations are seen in intermediate situations ( Figure 6 of Signon and Kleckner, 1995 Signon and Kleckner, 1995) . Correspondingly, among intratransposon events promoted by a plasmid-borne element, Ͼ99% are inversions and Ͻ1% are deletions (Benjamin and . Also, for such an element, a higher fraction of transposon excisions yield inversion circles if the host is IHF ϩ than if it is IHF Ϫ (R. C., unpublished data). The inside ends of wild-type Tn10 promote deletion and inversion of adjacent regions . So, too, do analogously positioned IS10 outside ends, in which case the rearrangements are identical to the intratransposon deletions and inversions monitored here in vitro but with the transposon segment comprising the entire bacterial chromosome ( Figures 1B and 1D ). In such a construct, in vivo, elimination of IHF reduces the frequencies of both rearrangement types, about 5-fold overall ( Figure 7 of Signon and Kleckner, 1995) . We infer that both types are subject to IHF-mediated stimulation.
If our genetic data are reanalyzed in light of the finding that channeled inversions utilize subterminal target resolution sizing of component strands and by direct duplex se-(C) T* site (above) was mapped to the nucleotide level. The particular quencing, respectively). This site corresponds well to the known 9 bp target site shown (top line) was identified independently by consensus sequence (bottom line; identities and tolerated substituanalyses of discontinouous and continuous strands (by nucleotidetions indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively.) events but without geometric or topological bias. This effect, unlike the two major effects, does not depend upon sequence-specific interactions of IHF with its binding site in IS10 and can be mediated by HU in substitution for IHF.
Host Factor Modulation of Transpososome Morphogenesis
Excision stimulation by IHF resembles classical IHFpromoted assembly of a nucleoprotein complex containing bent DNA (Nash, 1996) . Thus, IHF may stimulate excision by stimulating formation of a wrapped preexci- of a preDSB transpososome (Sakai et al., 1995 . Such complexities can the channeled pathway. The collision configuration could now be rationalized because the partially constrained involve unfolding of the initial wrap. If so, all three importarget interaction pathway will still be present in these tant features of channeled target capture (absence of cases: HU acts even when IHF is absent, while IHF and deletions, absence of trapped supercoiling nodes, and HU both act even when the specific IHF binding site is highly preferential capture of a site very near a transpoabsent.
son end) can be explained if IHF then enforces a tight wrap of subterminal transposon sequences around the Discussion synaptic complex in such a way that the bp ‫031ف‬ region is directly, tightly, and relatively rigidly juxtaposed to IHF Modulates Tn10 Transposition the "mouth" of the transpososome active site. Once IHF affects Tn10 transposition in two major ways, stimuexcision has occurred, target capture will then occur lating transposon excision and channeling transposon with high probability to the juxtaposed segment, and end/target DNA interactions into a highly constrained strand transfer will yield a unique product, the UKIC mode that yields only unknotted intratransposon inver-( Figure 6 , lower pathway). sion circles. These two effects are mechanistically disThis general scenario is supported by studies on short tinct: they affect different aspects of the reaction, have linear end-containing substrate fragments (Sakai, 1996 ; different IHF concentration optima, and interact differunpublished data): in that system, IHF is required for ently with donor DNA supercoiling. Both effects do, howstable transpososome formation, but transpososomes ever, require IS10's specific IHF binding site, at the same formed at low IHF concentrations are unfolded while single Tn10 end.
those formed at high IHF concentrations are folded; Host factors can also mediate a partially constrained moreover, IHF at higher concentrations can convert the target interaction mode that favors intratransposon unfolded form to a folded form while titration of IHF out of the folded form converts it to the unfolded form. The proposed scenario also explains the partially con- protein/DNA ensemble after its initial assembly has not previously been reported; in other studied cases only of IHF as required for channeling require a higher concentration of IHF than that used to form a DNA node modulation of assembly has been described. These findings suggest a new potential for how architectural produring excision stimulation? And why should supercoiling be essential for channeling but not for excision stimteins could mediate protein/DNA reactions.
An interesting comparison to channeling is provided ulation? Perhaps the transpososome/donor DNA ensemble is a protein/DNA spring, in the exact physical by retroviral integration. Since retroviral integrase protein is packaged together with its substrate inside the sense. Basic components of the spring would accumulate during initial transpososome assembly at the plectoretroviral virion, intratransposon events must be inhibited during disassembly of the virus particle in the cytosome branch; the spring would then be loaded; incorporated tension would then be utilized, in part to cause plasm; but then, following entry of the protein/DNA complex into the nucleus, strand exchange must occur, and DNA unfolding and IHF ejection; and, finally, for channeling, IHF would refold the DNA immediately adjacent to intermolecularly. A small host protein is required for these effects, though by what mechanism is unknown one transposon end but now against tension. A model is presented in Figures 6B-6G . Consider a (Lee and Craigie, 1997).
topologically closed domain of DNA in a planar condition (Figure 6Bi) . Rotation of the DNA backbone around one IHF as an Architectural Catalyst Channeling requires a higher IHF concentration than fixed point would introduce torsional tension into the molecule, which would be manifested as writhe and excision stimulation. But both processes seem to require interaction of IHF with the IHF binding site consenwould cause the molecule to assume a nonplanar form (Figures 6Bii and 6Biii ). There would be a tendency for sus sequence via sequence-specific contacts at the same single end of the transposon. Thus, we suppose such a constrained domain to open up as a way of relieving tension (Figure 6Bv ). IHF binds DNA with only that formation of a preDSB transpososome via a high affinity interaction is accompanied by an alteration in or a very small dihedral angle (Rice et al., 1996) . Thus, the loop created by the initial IHF-and supercoilingaround the IHF binding site that reduces its affinity for IHF, with concomitant and resultant loss of IHF from the dependent node of Figure 6A could correspond to a closed domain in planar configuration; introduction of complex. Since normally IHF dissociates from a specific binding site relatively slowly (Nash, 1996) , IHF is likely tension into that domain, accentuated by its opening up would destroy the planar configuration, provoking actively ejected from the transpososome. Channeling would then involve rebinding of IHF to the transposo-IHF ejection ( Figure 6C ). However, further rotation of the DNA within the domain, for a full 360Њ, restores a planar some via interaction with the altered conformation site. Studies on short linear fragments also support this idea:
situation with a single superhelical node (Figure 6Biv ). Thus, if newly introduced tension yields writhe of approan IHF footprint is absent in IHF-promoted unfolded complexes and present in refolded complexes (Sakai, priate handedness, negative supercoiling will favor further rotation into a planar conformation; this feature 1996). This general progression also rationalizes the existence of a third, partially constrained, transpososome, might explain the strong dependence of IHF-mediated channeling on negative superhelicity, either to permit which might represent initial rebinding of IHF to transpososome on the way to eventual full binding in the chan-IHF binding and/or to restore an appropriate geometry of the DNA crosspiece relative to the transposon ends neling conformation.
This scenario implies that IHF acts as a protein cata-(below). A more specific description of such a model involves lyst during transpososome formation. Catalytic "reutilization" is also suggested by the fact that the IHF concenthe following progression:
In the first step, assembly of transposase molecules tration required for half-maximal excision stimulation is extremely low, lower than the concentration expected at a plectosome branch (as in Figure 6A ) creates a tortionally rigid structure (Figures 6Di and 6E ). Assuming to be required for half-maximal IHF occupancy at the IS10 IHF site as would be required by stoichiometric a transposase dimer (Bolland and Kleckner, 1996) , the transposon-proximal portion of each transposase is action (Experimental Procedures). These findings indicate that an architectural factor can provoke assembly bound specifically to its transposon end, the transpoof a protein/DNA complex via a transient (catalytic) son-distal portion of each transposase is bound to the contact.
crosspiece of the plectosome branch via sequence nonWe cannot rigorously exclude the possibility that IHF specific contacts, and transposases at the two ends are mediates excision stimulation via its specific binding in contact with one another in their transposon-distal site but then remains bound (obligatorily) while another portions but not in their transposon-proximal portions. IHF molecule binds in a sequence nonspecific manner
The three DNA domains of this ensemble are, essen-(e.g., via a structural cue) to mediate channeling. This tially, tortionally isolated from one another. (Note: a alternative would, however, assume an ad hoc unspecitransposase tetramer comprising two structural monofied host factor interaction and would not account for mers and two catalytically active monomers, in top and the third target interaction pathway, which does not bottom positions, also works.) involve sequence-specific IHF binding.
In the second step, a conformational change occurs, coordinately but individually, in the two transposase molecules: the transposon proximal portion of each The Developing Transpososome as a Protein/DNA Molecular Spring transposase rotates (in a right-handed direction) relative to its own transposon distal portion ( Figure 6F ). This Why should IHF be ejected from the transpososome, with concomitant DNA unfolding? Why should rebinding change begins to load the spring, putting tension into the two transposon-domain "ears" of the plectosome This model fits bacteriophage Mu transposition also. Mu assembles its synaptic complex via a transient, IHF- (Figure 6Dii ).
In the third step, this rotation continues, finally introdependent branched plectosome intermediate, with IHF serving as supercoiling relief factor (e.g., Surette and ducing sufficient tension that the two ear domains spring open, with concomitant loss of nonspecific binding of Chaconas, 1989) . Mu transpososome assembly involves an important DNA-induced conformational change in transposase to the crosspiece and resultant redistribution of torsion throughout the donor molecule ( Figure  Mu transposase, into a stable tetramer form ) (e.g., as preparation for and implementation 6Diii). The extent of opening is limited by a "catch" provided by intertransposase dimer contacts. Spring tenof the proposed rotational motion). Mu transposition requires unwinding at the transposon ends (Savilahti et sion is thereby used to alter the overall conformation of the DNA within and around the protein/DNA complex.
al., 1995). Furthermore, supercoiling acts postsynaptically to increase the rate of nicking at Mu ends, and, In this model the fundamental elastic component of the spring is the DNA, although transposase might also strikingly, the relevant supercoiling is that present in the flanking donor domain of the molecule specifically contribute to this property. The force that loads the spring comes from a conformational change in trans- (Wang and Harshey, 1994) . posase, with the requisite energy derived from prior transposase/DNA binding. IHF and supercoiling, being Protein/DNA Springs in Other DNA interchangeable, likely provide conformational inputs Breaking/Joining Reactions? rather than energy.
The model in Figure 6 can also explain many features Channeling would refold the transposon DNA around of Hin/Gin site-specific inversion reactions and, by extransposase in a tight wrap, bringing an immediately tension, the related resolution reactions. For inversion, subterminal region into position for capture as target a tetramer of invertase molecules assembles on hix/gix DNA ( Figure 6A ). For this refolding the open, "partially recombination sites at a plectosome branch via accessprung," conformation ( Figure 6Diii ) must be forced into sory host protein (FIS), which binds to a specific ena more constrained conformation as favored by higher hancer segment located adjacent to, but some distance IHF levels and negative supercoiling (above).
away from, the actual recombination sites (Johnson, One advantage of this process is that a branched 1991). For analogy with Figure 6 , the hix/gix sites would plectosome complex can be used for transpososome be at positions of the transposon ends; "top" and "botassembly but then be replaced with a configuration more tom" pairs of invertase monomers would be positioned geometrically suitable for target capture and strand analogously to the top and bottom halves of the two transfer. First, the plectosome crosspiece is ejected out transposases; and FIS would mediate incorporation of the bottom of the ensemble, out of the way sterically the enhancer segment as the plectosome crosspiece, and for competition with other DNAs as a target (Figures among other roles. Given this assembly, many important 6Diii and 6G). Second, the overall conformation of the features of the inversion reactions are explained. First, transposon ends is more open in all dimensions, providthe DNA segments emanating upward and downward ing space for entry of target DNA from the top (Figures from the paired hix/gix sites are thought to rotate relative 6Diii and 6G). Third, the transposon ends change their to one another, around their common axis in the direction relative orientation from essentially parallel, required for favored by negative supercoiling, concomitant with strand assembly, to essentially antiparallel, the configuration exchange; this is precisely the motion of transposonsuitable for postexcision capture of the target DNA moland flanking donor-DNA domains of the transposition ecule via the transposase binding pockets previously ensemble in our model. Second, reiterative cycles of occupied by flanking DNA segments ( Figure 6G ; Bolland inversion can occur; this could involve repeated entry and Sakai and Kleckner, 1997) . Fourth, of the enhancer segment from the top of the ensemble rotation of the two DNA molecules around their axes and exit from the bottom by analogy with entry of target moves the two "DNA binding faces" from opposite sides DNA and exit of the initial crosspiece for Tn10. Third, it of the ensemble, as during initial assembly, to more has been proposed that the four invertase protomers opposing positions on the corresponding inward faces each remain bound to their respective binding sites of the new configuration, spatially suitable for attack of throughout these cycles and that a 180Њ strand rotation target DNA by terminal 3ЈOH groups ( Figure 6F ).
at each cycle is accompanied by exchange of subunits Furthermore, the tension introduced by transposase within the tetramer. The current model suggests an alterrotation, if of appropriate handedness, can be used to native. Following completion of one cycle of recombinapromote unwinding at the transposon ends in anticipation, the two "bottom" monomers might detach from tion of the chemical steps. More specifically, the final their respective half-sites while retaining contacts with transposase dimer connection divides the DNA of the their corresponding "top" monomers, which are in conensemble into a "transposon" domain and a "flanking tact with one another. Each top-plus-bottom pair then donor" domain which are likely substantially isolated recoils, with a relative rotation in reverse of that involved from one another with respect to writhe due to tortional in imposition of tension, thus resetting the protein comrigidity of the transpososome. Thus, strand unwinding ponents to their starting conformation. This will lead to at the transposon ends might utilize writhe specifically rebinding of the bottom monomer but now to a different within the flanking donor domain, leaving writhe in the half-site (i.e., that placed next to that bound by the parttransposon domain to be dealt with by channeling. Furner top monomer by the inversion). These events make thermore, negative supercoiling could promote unwinding by enhancing the rate of this intrinsic reaction feature.
this invertasome a ratchet. Also, this scenario explains why strand exchange seldom stops half-way through, sensitive regulation in response to subtle differences in conditions. Since the positive and negative effects of IHF as might be expected from a subunit exchange model (Johnson, 1991) . Fourth, resolvase/invertase reactions cancel one another out for chromosomal transposition, Tn10 can enjoy the benefits of supercoiling relief as also utilize supercoiling energy postsynaptically (e.g., Moskowitz et al., 1991; Benjamin et al., 1996) ; again, needed without carrying a higher transpositional load at other times. Transposition of Tn10 off of a multicopy writhe in the "bottom" domain provided by spring loading might be utilized for strand unwinding. Fifth, roles plasmid, in contrast, is highly inhibited by IHF, likely due to a higher level of supercoiling on plasmid replicons, for postsynaptic tension would account for the apparent postsynaptic role of the FIS-bound enhancer segment presumably also to reduce transposition load . And for transposon-promoted re- (Johnson, 1991) .
During site-specific integration, the chemical events arrangements, IHF stimulates all types and confers a bias towards inversions due to channeling. This is sensiof this reaction are not dependent upon supercoiling. Release of spring tension could drive the required strand ble because such rearrangements are evolutionarily advantageous, chromosomal inversions especially so berotations via a spring formed within the closed 300 bp domain at attP (e.g., Rice et al., 1996) . Here, caging cause they yield new composite transposons . IHF probably also modulates Tn10/IS10 of IHF within the assembly might maintain the overall complex even in the presence of tension (i.e., in a condiactivity in other specialized situations where supercoiling levels are thought to vary (e.g., stationary phase or tion analogous to channeled target interaction for Tn10).
In type II topoisomerase reactions, an intact DNA duanaerobic growth [Nash, 1996] ). Variations in IHF Level Play Little Role plex must move through a protein gate (e.g., Roca and Wang, 1994) . Incorporation and release of the plectoIn vivo, the concentration of IHF that is free and available for binding is 15-35 nM (Yang and Nash, 1995) . The some crosspiece in our model is an analogous motion. Perhaps a spring mechanism drives DNA motions during concentrations of free IHF required for its in vitro effects on Tn10 are at or below this range (Experimental ProceTopoII-mediated strand passage.
Perhaps the basic processes proposed in Figure 6 dures). Thus, variations in IHF concentration in vivo likely play little role in modulating transposition frequency or will also apply in more complex cases (e.g., during chromosome assembly and compaction in bacteria and in outcome. In stationary phase, IHF levels are slightly elevated, which might favor channeling, but supercoiling eukaryotes).
is decreased, which may offset any such effect.
IHF Mediates Sensory Transduction IHF as Supercoiling Relief Factor of Supercoiling Status In Vivo
for Basic Cellular Processes Two major regulatory systems act, respectively, to pro-DNA replication initiation, arguably the most basic of tect Tn10 against the threat of an ever-increasing transcellular processes, is dependent upon the programmed positional load and assure genome integrity despite the action of IHF (e.g., Cassler et al., 1995) . So, too, is stimufact that transposon excision from the chromosome crelation of nitrogen-sensitive promoters, expressed speates a double strand gap (Kleckner, 1990) . IHF-mediated cifically under anaerobic conditions where supercoiling modulation represents a third major system, targeted levels may be especially low (Nash, 1996 ; Carmona et at a new aspect, the interplay between transposition al., 1997). The ability of IHF to serve as supercoiling relief and donor molecule supercoiling status.
factor could be important in these and other processes.
IHF as Supercoiling Relief Factor
Indeed, such a role for IHF during replication initiation When supercoiling is absent, Tn10/IS10 activity is could even be the evolutionary "raison-d'etre" of IHF. strongly reduced. This deleterious situation probably arises often during spread of transposons among differ- just after the DNA replication fork passes (Kleckner, obvious Tn10 consensus hot spots, unusual structures, or IHF binding sites. pNK925hisG1 (ϭ pNK3853) has a duplex oligonucleotide 1990), and newly replicated DNA should be undercontaining the hisG1 hot spot [oAG5 (5Ј-AAAT wound. The basal level of supercoiling-independent T T AC AC GC TC AGCGCC T GAT T GCC AT GG-3Ј) /oAG6 (5Ј-CCA transposition provides a minimal activity in these situa-TGGCAATCAGGCGCTGAGCGTGTAAATTT-3Ј)] cloned into a HindIII tions. But IHF provides complete rescue in its role as site located 400 bp from the left transposon end. pNK925hisG2 was supercoiling relief factor without interference from chanmade from pNK925hisG1 by reversing the orientation of a unique neling (above). IHF is well suited to this task: it binds NcoI fragment containing the new insert. pNK2588 and pNK2590 are isogenic, are analogous to pNK925, and contain mutations, which, and bends DNA identically on supercoiled and nonsurespectively, take IS10's binding site closer to, or farther from, conpercoiled templates (Yang and Nash, 1995) and is ubiqsensus mutations and correspondingly affect IHF binding affinity in uitous among eubacteria (Nash, 1996) . gel retardation assays (Huisman et al., 1989) .
Homeostatic Sensing
When supercoiling is present, as in normal growth sit-
Purified Proteins
uations, IHF-mediated stimulation and IHF-mediated Transposase was purified according to . IHF was a gift of H. A. Nash and S. Yang (Rice et al., 1996) . channeling are in homeostatic opposition, permitting
